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### Introduction

#### Traditional Technology Approach
- Information View
- Procedure View

#### Object-Oriented Technology Approach
- Information and Procedure Views Combined
- Object-Oriented Approach and the Real World

### Five Primary Concepts of Object-Oriented Technologies
- Information
- Procedures
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### How the Five Primary Concepts Interact

### Real-World Object-Oriented Examples
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### Putting It All Together: A Business Example
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### Key Terms and Concepts

### Short-Answer Questions
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### Introduction
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- The Players
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- The Collection Phase
- The Analysis Phase
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### Who Needs Digital Forensics Investigators?
- Proactive Digital Forensics Education for Problem Prevention
- Reactive Digital Forensics for Incident Response
- A Day in the Life
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### Short-Answer Questions

### Assignments and Exercises
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- Content, Content, Content
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- Give Them What They Want
- The Shape of an E-Portfolio
- E-Gallery
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